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MUST READ - BACKGROUND! 
This configuration example is based on two previous examples posted: 

For the Beginner – Configuring an 802.1X WLAN with the Controller GUI 

For the Beginner - RAP Installation-Basic 

It is recommended you read and understand the above two examples as well as have your version of the configurations 

installed on your controller. VLAN’s and IP address in the examples may have changed but the overall process is still valid 

to follow. 



Create an internal network ‘netdestination’  
The key to split tunnel mode is in the User Policy. It is the User Policy that determines what is forwarded through the 

tunnel and what is placed on the local network. The netdestination definition should contain all the internal network IP 

addresses the client can connect to. These are the network destinations you want the RAP to forward via the 

RAP/Controller VPN tunnel to the main site. This can be done with the CLI (shown) or the GUI (Configuration > Stateful 

Firewall > Destinations). 

In this example the internal networks (netdestination myinternal) are the 172.16.0.0, 192.168.2.0 and 192.168.100.0. 

 

 

Create the RAP User Policy 
Configuration > Access Control > Policies 

Use the netdestination alias of the internal network accordingly in the RAP user policy. Note the last rule is source NAT 

(src-nat).  This policy states that if the destination does not match the myinternal rule the traffic will NOT be forwarded 

to the controller through the VPN connection but ‘src-nat’ from the RAP to the local subnet. 

 

 
 

 



Create the RAP User Role 
Configuration > Access Control > User Roles 

Configure a RAP user role and add the ‘RAPUser-pol’ policy to it. This is the role the user will be assigned when logging 

into the RAP wifi and authenticated by the AAA policy (next step). 

 

Create a new RAP AAA server 
Configuration > Authentication > AAA Profiles 

Create a new RAP AAA Profile and ensure you select in the “802.1X Authenticated default role” the RAPUser-rol role 

created earlier. When authenticated with this AAA profile the user will be placed in the RAPUser-rol 

 
 

Continue configuration of the new RAP AAA Profile 

Select and expand the 802.1X Authentication section of the new RAP AAA profile. Select the already existing corporate 

location 802.1X profile (in this example ‘myemployee-1x’) 

  
 

 



Continue configuration of the new RAP AAA Profile 

Select and expand the 802.1X Authentication Server Group of the new RAP AAA profile. This is the server the username 

and password will be authenticated against. Select the already existing corporate location server (in this example 

‘myemployee-serv’) 

 

Create the myRAP Virtual AP 
Configuration > Advanced Services > All Profiles 

Add a new virtual AP for the myRAP group (Advanced Services > All Profile Management > Wireless LAN > Virtual AP 

profile) 

 

Edit the myrap Virtual AP 
Click on and open the new myRAP-vir virtual profile 

Set the VLAN the RAP User will be placed in, and received DHCP from, and set the Forwarding Mode to ‘split-tunnel’  

 



Continue setting up the myrap-vir – the AAA Profile 

Expand the section AAA Profile and use the pull down to select the previously created new RAP AAA Profile 

 
 

Continue setting up the myRAP-vir – the SSID profile 

Previously an SSID Profile was created for user authentication at the corporate site (For the Beginner – Configuring an 

802.1X WLAN with the Controller GUI). We will reuse this SSID for the RAP Virtual AP profile. 

 

Create the RAP AP Group 
Setup a new AP Group for the RAP’s (if not already completed) 
“Configuration” > “Wireless” > “AP Configuration” > New 
 
Add the new AP Group Name (in this example “myRAP”) 
Click “Add” to finish and “Save Configuration” 

 



 
Expand the Wireless LAN section 
Click on the Virtual AP 
Use the pull down to select the myrap-vir created earlier in this example. 
 

 
 

Configure the Controller VPN for RAP Access 

These steps have been included in the example “For the Beginner - RAP Installation-Basic” as 

well here, if already completed do not duplicate. 

Go to Configuration > Advanced Services > VPN Services 

Ensure L2TP is enabled 

 

 

Assign a RAP Address Pool 
This is the inner IP address used between the controller and RAP for the IPSec tunnel (recommended this is NOT an 

existing IP address space in the network) 

 
 

After clicking DONE on the IPSEC > Add Address Pool page ensure you “APPLY” the changes at the bottom of the VPN 

Services page 



Add the RAP MAC address to the Whitelist 
Go to “Configuration” > “Wireless” > “AP Installation”  
 

 
 
 
Select the “Whitelist” tab and select Entries 

 
 
Then elect “Remote AP” and add the NEW entry 
 
Enter the MAC address of the RAP and additional data related to the user and assign to the “RAP” AP Group 
 

 
 
Click “Add” when completed 
 
“Save Configuration”  
 

 

 

 

CLI checks and Troubleshooting is included in the original “For the Beginner - RAP Installation-Basic” document 

 


